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Synthesis of Compact Lumped Models From
Electromagnetic Analysis Results
James C. Rautio, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Synthesis of compact lumped (
) models from the
results of an electromagnetic (EM) analysis of planar circuits is described. The technique requires precise EM analysis -parameter
data at two or more frequencies. Data at up to five frequencies allows synthesis of more complicated models. For each port-to-port
(i.e., “branch”) connection, 662 potential branch models are first
synthesized and tested. Branch models that best match the EM
results at all nonsynthesis frequencies are selected. For structures
for which a compact lumped model is appropriate, this technique
yields models that often provide direct physical insight into the
electrical nature of the modeled structure. For electrically large
structures, the technique is extended by the use of supplemental
internal EM analysis ports. The technique is closed form; iteration
is not used.
Index Terms—Compact models, electromagnetic (EM) analysis, lumped models, method of moments, model extraction,
model-order reduction, model synthesis, reduced-order systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HERE HAS been significant work over several decades
[1]–[23] with the goal of extracting a lumped model from
numerical response data. Some of this work [2]–[9] involves
various techniques that extract a pole-zero description from
time and/or frequency domain data, sometimes requiring some
form of iteration, optimization, or fitting. In addition, due to
the distributed nature of the circuits being modeled, the model
for even a simple circuit can become complicated with the
resulting model bearing no physical resemblance to the circuit
being modeled. The model is then effectively an abstract curve
fitting with no direct correspondence to the physical structure
being modeled. The advantage of these models is that extremely
arbitrary circuits can be modeled over wide frequency ranges.
In other cases, a specialized model topology is selected and
element values are extracted from measured or electromagnetic
(EM) analysis data [1], [10]–[23]. In some cases, the element
values give insight into the physical circuit being modeled.
A generalization of this second approach is described in this
paper. While it is possible, using this generalized approach, to
model a wide variety of circuits, it cannot be applied to every
possible microwave circuit. Rather, it can be applied only to
circuits that can be modeled within a specific (but large) set
of physically appropriate lumped elements. The allowed circuit
size can be made arbitrarily large by adding supplemental inManuscript received June 15, 2007; revised August 19, 2007.
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Fig. 1. Example branch models. Branch model IX-4 was used in my original
lumped model synthesis effort. It is equivalent to XI-19, as can be seen after
noting that the III-1 and IV-1 branch models are equivalent, as is discussed in
the text.

ternal EM analysis ports (that facilitate the modeling process);
however, the circuits selected for the model between each port
(including the supplemental internal ports) must still come from
within the allowed solution space.
The advantages of this approach are that the lumped models
often correspond, element by element, to the circuit being modeled and that the resulting models tend to be especially compact.
The approach involves no iteration of any kind. Typical synthesis time for a two-port circuit is less than 1 s using prototype
software written in Visual BASIC macros on Microsoft Excel.
Synthesis time increases with the number of ports squared. Pro.
duction code will be compiled C
This paper begins with a detailed description of the technique,
followed by a discussion of the effect of EM analysis error, an
illustration of the need for negative valued elements, and closes
with an example. In this study, I use the term “element” to denote an individual resistor, inductor, or capacitor. A “branch” or
“branch model” is a two-terminal collection of elements for connection between two nodes. Ground is considered to be a node.
A “model” is a collection of branch models forming a nodal network.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE
The synthesis technique described here is a generalization of
[1], where an -port circuit is analyzed electromagnetically at
two frequencies. The result is converted to -parameters from
which the admittance connecting each node (i.e., port) is calculated.
Next, the IX-4 branch model in Fig. 1 is synthesized from
the resulting admittance data. There are four unknown elements
, , and ). We write the expression for the admittance
( ,
of this branch model, and given the real and imaginary admittance data at two frequencies, we generate four simultaneous
equations. The equations are nonlinear, but they do posses a so-
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lution. In [1], an approximate solution was presented. The exact
synthesis is
(1)
(2)
(3)
Numeric subscripts indicate data from one of the two synthesis frequencies with the node-to-node admittance being
, and being the radian frequency. The model is pasand
. It is stable if has the
sive if
, and
has the same sign as
, and
same sign as
. Note that negative elements are allowed in
a branch model that is both passive and stable.
If one or more of the four elements are close to 0, then the
and are close to
branch is simplified. For example, if
. This process is repeated for all pos0, we have a series
sible node-to-node (and node-to-ground) connections. For each
node-to-node admittance, a lumped equivalent circuit is synthesized and the model supplemented.
The problem is that there are numerous branch models that
might be needed, but cannot be represented as a special case of
the IX-4 branch model. For example, two two-element branch
and series
), and numerous three-elemodels (series
ment branch models are left unconsidered. In this new approach,
every possible zero-, one-, two-, three-, and four-element branch
model is synthesized. Many five-, six-, seven-, and eight-element branch models are also synthesized. Based on comparison
with EM analysis data not used for synthesis, the best branch
model to represent the EM analysis result is then selected.
We presently synthesize 662 candidate branch models (this
includes different ways of synthesizing the same branch model)
for each node-to-node connection in a given -port. Thus, for
a two-port, which has three node-to-node connections (ground
is a node), we consider 662 potential models, and of these we
select the model that best matches the EM analysis results at
the nonsynthesis frequencies. Thus, we select the best possible
model from a comprehensive solution space of 290 117 528 potential models for a two-port.
This new approach allows an efficient automation of compact
model generation. Performed manually, a designer proposes a
lumped model. By some combination of calculation, guessing,
and optimization, the designer determines if that model can then
adequately represent the EM results. If not, then the designer
speculatively selects another compact lumped model and repeats the tedious extraction and evaluation. With existing model
extraction techniques, the best compact model is highly unlikely
to be found and compact model generation cannot be automated
because of the high degree of skill required, a computer cannot
replace the engineer. In this approach, a new technique synthesizes and evaluates hundreds of millions of models with selection of the best model taking place in real time.
III. CANDIDATE BRANCH TOPOLOGIES
There is one possible zero-element topology, a single one-element topology, two two-element topologies, four three-element

Fig. 2. There are four possible three-element branch topologies and eight possible four-element topologies. The elements are ordered as indicated.

topologies, and eight four-element topologies. All possible
three- and four-element topologies are shown in Fig. 2.
Each topology has a final element connection. The final connection for all the odd-numbered (Roman numeral) topologies is
in parallel and it is thus most convenient to write an equation for
admittance. The final connection for all even-numbered topologies is in series. Now we most conveniently write an equation
for impedance.
Note that the next higher even-numbered (Roman numeral)
topology represents the dual (i.e., swap and , and swap parallel and series connections) for each odd-numbered topology.
Thus, when synthesis equations are derived for a type-III
topology, we immediately have the solution for a type-IV
topology with the changes: 1) swap and ; 2) invert ; and
3) swap impedance and admittance. Thus, synthesis equations
need be derived for only half of the branch models.
Table I shows how each of the three- and four-element
topologies are populated. For example, a type III-1 branch
model (Fig. 1) is a resistor in parallel with a series connected
”
resistor and inductor. This is indicated by the entry “1
under the heading “III, IV.” Branch model elements are listed
and
are arbitrarily considered to
in a specific order:
be in smallest to largest order (as in “1, 2, 3”). The element
populations are ordered in Table I as though they are in numeric
immediately follows
, etc.
order. Thus,
The first (most significant) element is assigned to element 1
(always an element involved in the final connection) in Fig. 2,
. Thus, element 1
etc. For example, branch model IV-7 is a
(in topology IV of Fig. 2) is a capacitor, element 2 is a resistor,
and element 3 is an inductor.
The zero-, one-, and two-element topologies are not assigned
numerical designations; rather we simply use their common
,” etc.
names, e.g., “Series
There are two zero-element branch models (an open and
short circuit), three one-element branch models, six two-element branch models, 20 three-element branch models, and 90
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TABLE I
BRANCH MODEL SPECIFICATION

TABLE II
BRANCH MODEL EQUIVALENCES

four-element branch models, for a total of 121 possible branch
models of up to four elements.
IV. EQUIVALENCES BETWEEN BRANCH MODELS
A number of the branch models are equivalent. This means
that given the values for either branch model, the other branch
model can be uniquely determined. The impedance of both
branch models is identical at all frequencies. For example,
Fig. 1 shows branch models III-1 and IV-1. That equivalence
exists is seen by inspection. The only difference between the
two branch models is the location where the parallel connected
resistor is tapped into the series-connected resistor. The resistor
and inductor values can be selected so that both branches have
exactly the same impedance at all frequencies.
The three-element equivalences are useful in identifying fourelement equivalences. For example Fig. 1 also shows the XI-19
branch model. Noting that this is IV-1 with a capacitor connected in parallel, we have IX-4 of Fig. 1 by changing the IV-1
portion to the equivalent III-1 branch model. It is instructive
to fill in a similar table with the schematics of each equivalent branch model. Patterns quickly emerge, such as described
above. Space limits do not permit presentation of such a table
here.
In this approach, we synthesize all possible branch models,
even if there are equivalences, because one branch model might
have more desirable element values or yield a better fit to actual
data. In fact, in some cases, one branch model might have all
positive element values while the equivalent branch model has
some negative values.
Take, for example, the first line of Table II. An III-1 is equivalent to an IV-1, as described above. In addition, it is also equivalent to an III-2. This seems counter-intuitive because the III-1
is an inductor embedded in a resistive network, while III-2 is
a capacitor similarly embedded. Note that III-1 is not listed in
boldface, while III-2 is bold. This indicates that if one of the
branch models has all positive elements, the other must have

Branch models in each row are equivalent. Bold face indicates some elements
are negative when the nonbold-faced branch models are all positive. The XI
and XII branch models in the first five rows are not equivalences, rather, they
reduce to the three-element branch models on the same row.

some negative elements. Indeed, the equivalence from III-1 to
III-2 is

(4)
where the prime indicates the III-2 element value. Equivalence
equations have been derived for many, but not all, of the listed
equivalences. We determine equivalence by noting that the
impedance or admittance equations have the same form and by
comparing numerical results for a specific case of one branch
model synthesized from data generated by the other branch
model.
We do not synthesize 12 of the four-element branch models
because they reduce to three-element branch models. These
are the XI and XII branch models listed in the first five lines
of Table II. Thus, 108 branch models of up to four elements
are synthesized. Strictly speaking, these four-element branch
models are not equivalent to the three-element branch models
even though element values can be selected that yield identical
impedance at all frequencies. The reason is that given a specific
three-element branch model, one cannot uniquely determine
the corresponding four-element branch model; there are an
infinite number of solutions.
There are no equivalences for branch models with fewer
than three elements. All three- and four-element equivalences
are summarized in Table II. All the lossless equivalences have
been previously reported [24]. We expect these equivalences to
be useful for filter and matching network synthesis. Numerous
equivalences between branch models of up to eight elements
have been observed and are not reported here.
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V. SYNTHESIS STRATEGIES
Each synthesis derivation starts by writing an expression for
the admittance (parallel final connection) or impedance (series
final connection). Sometimes both admittance and impedance
expressions can be used to give additional synthesis opportunities. The resulting expression is split into real and imaginary
parts. If one is writing the expression for the admittance of a
branch model, it is split into two expressions, one for conducand another for susceptance .
tance
In the first strategy, one takes EM data at a sufficient number
of frequencies and writes an equation for both the real and imaginary parts at each frequency. For example, when synthesizing
a three-element branch model, we require three equations. With
data at two frequencies, we have two equations for conductance
and two equations for susceptance. This forms a set of four nonlinear simultaneous equations. We select three equations (the
fourth equation is satisfied only if we happen to synthesize the
correct model for the data) and find an algebraic solution. This is
the strategy used for the synthesis of IX-4 above. In some cases,
the solution involves multiple roots. Every root must be evaluated and the resulting branch model considered.
In the second strategy, only the imaginary part of the admittance or impedance is used. A three-element branch model now
requires data from three frequencies. In the third strategy, only
the real part is used. The second strategy cannot be used for any
branch model whose susceptance (or reactance) is unmodified
by one or more elements. Likewise, the third strategy cannot be
used for any branch model whose conductance (or resistance) is
unmodified by one or more elements. For example, a parallel RC
cannot be synthesized based only on the branch model’s conductance or only on its susceptance, but it can be synthesized
based only on its resistance or only on its reactance.
If the second strategy is used, additional branch models can
be synthesized. For example, note that a resistor added in parallel to a branch model has no effect on the resulting susceptance. Thus, if a branch model is synthesized based only on its
susceptance, we may now use the conductance to determine a
resistor connected in parallel and add one more element to the
synthesized branch model. Likewise, if reactance is used to synthesize a branch model, a resistor can be added in series with the
branch model. Thus, for each branch model that can be synthesized using the second strategy, one more branch model with an
additional resistor can also be synthesized.
If the third strategy is used, we can increase the complexity
of the synthesized branch model by adding any lossless branch
model. For example, if the synthesis is based on conductance
only, we can add any lossless branch model in parallel and leave
the conductance unchanged. The added lossless branch model
is synthesized based on the unused susceptance information.
The dual situation benefits a synthesis based only on resistance.
The branch model complexity can be increased by synthesizing
a lossless branch model based on the unused reactance information. There are 16 lossless branch models of up to four elements that can be added in this manner. Thus, for every branch
model that can be synthesized using the third strategy, another
16 branch models can be synthesized of up to eight elements.
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Branch models should be synthesized in all ways possible.
This is because one synthesis strategy might be sensitive to difficulties that are transparent to another synthesis. For example,
synthesis of a low-loss resonant branch model might have difficulties if based only on the real part of the impedance or admittance data.
The combination of all possible synthesis strategies applied to
all possible zero- through four-element branch models (yielding
branch models of up to eight elements) provides 662 candidate
branch models for every node-to-node connection. As a practical matter, minimum and maximum limits should be set on the
allowed values of all lumped elements. For example, a capacitor whose value is below a specified minimum limit should be
treated as an open circuit. This significantly reduces the complexity of the resulting model in that high impedance shunt and
low impedance series elements do not clutter the model. In addition, the limits can be used to adjust the model complexity and
accuracy as desired.
VI. SYNTHESIS ERROR CONSIDERATIONS
A great deal of effort has been expended over the years to
extract lumped models that are causal, passive, and stable. If
one were to have exact EM data for a causal, passive, stable
structure and an extracted model that exactly matches the EM
data, then the model must be causal, passive, and stable. Thus,
models that are not causal, stable, or passive must be the result of
some combination of EM analysis error and extraction/synthesis
error.
The technique reported here can result in nonpassive unstable
models when the structure is unsuitable for a compact lumped
model within the technique’s solution space at the selected synthesis frequencies. Typically, this is the result when a structure
has a large distributed component. When this technique fails to
provide an adequate model, any of the more general model extraction techniques, mentioned in Section I, should be used. A
model that is inadequate for the structure being modeled is a
failure due to extraction/synthesis error.
It has been my observation that even minor changes in
EM data can result in large differences in the quality of the
synthesized model. Thus, this technique is not especially useful
for measured data due to measurement noise. All of my EM
synthesis efforts use -parameters evaluated to full double precision. If the same -parameter data is truncated to the reduced
precision common in -parameter data files (the old-style
“Touchstone” format), then substantially degraded models can
result.
The EM analysis used in this study, i.e., [25] and [26], typically has over 100 dB of dynamic range [27], [28]. In addition,
the EM analysis uses an exact deembedding algorithm [29],
[30]. By “exact” we mean that provided the deembedding assumptions are not violated (i.e., no over-moded port connecting
lines), then the port discontinuities are removed to within the
numerical precision of the underlying EM analysis. There is
no deembedding error added on top of the already existing EM
analysis error.
EM deembedding algorithms that require knowledge of the
characteristic impedance of the port connecting lines are typically not exact for inhomogeneous or lossy geometries due to
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Fig. 3. Negative valued element situations. The circuits for a; c; and d require
use of negative valued elements in their  -models.

ambiguity in characteristic impedance definitions. We suggest
that nonpassive and unstable models extracted from such EM
data might be the direct result of the very small, but nonphysical
error introduced by the deembedding due to lack of knowledge
of the exact characteristic impedance.
This problem is especially clear for causality. For lossy transmission lines, characteristic impedance is complex (as in real
and imaginary). In order for a system to be causal, the magnitude and phase of the characteristic impedance must be related
by a Hilbert transform [31]. Use of any characteristic impedance
that is not causal (e.g., a pure real characteristic impedance for
a lossy line) results in noncausal -parameters. Even if a model
extraction forces causality, then the noncausality of the -parameter data could make itself known in some other way, perhaps as an unstable or nonpassive model.
In our approach, all characteristic impedances used are causal
[30], the deembedding error is 0, and the dominant source of EM
analysis error is error due to finite subsection size [27], [28]. It
is our experience that error due to subsection size does not impact the stability or passivity of the resulting models. Rather, the
percent error translates directly into percent error of the value
of the dominant elements in a model. Typically, the subsection
error (i.e., error due to meshing the circuit for EM analysis) is
around 1% or less and is easily quantified.
VII. NEGATIVE ELEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
When a nonpassive unstable model, for whatever cause, is a
common extraction result, one can compensate by requiring all
element values to be positive. This is a common, but unacceptable model restriction because certain situations require negative elements.
Fig. 3(a) shows coupled inductors and Fig. 3(b) shows the
is negative, a negative inductor
equivalent -model. When
(between the two nodes) is required. The negative inductor can
be hidden by use of a phase reversing transformer or a controlled
source, but the negative inductor is still there.
In a similar example, Fig. 3(c) shows a coupled line. At low
frequency (i.e., the length of the line is short compared to

wavelength), there is a mutual inductance between the two lines.
is inversely proportional to
.
The circuit theory
small), we have the
Using the small angle approximation (
impedance between ports 1 and 2 proportional to
with the sign resulting from conversion of the -parameter to the node-to-node connecting admittance. Notice that for a
, the node-to-node impedance,
,
lossless situation
requires a negative inductor (a positive capacitor has the wrong
frequency variation). For the lossy situation, the node-to-node
. Thus, in
impedance also includes a negative resistance
order to model forward coupled crosstalk, negative elements are
required.
Another situation is the interface between two circuits that do
not share a perfect common ground. This could be the case with
two connected circuits that simply have different grounds, or a
circuit with a single resistive ground (e.g., silicon). A model is
shown in Fig. 3(d). Ports 1 and 2 each have different ground references. Voltage placed across port 1 results in current flowing
out of the ground terminal on port 2. The -parameters for this
circuit are
(5)
This yields the -model of Fig. 3(e), including a negative resistor. The stability and passivity of individual branches are not
required for a complete model to be passive and stable. This situation also arises when modeling the interaction (perhaps for
signal integrity purposes) between two different circuits, each
using its own ground, and a signal on one circuit can induce
current in the ground of the other circuit.
Notice that while the circuits of Fig. 3(d) and (e) are exactly
equivalent no matter what termination is attached to ports 1 and
2, the same is not true if one were to add circuitry connecting
nodes 1 and 2 together. For this reason, a model that contains
multiple grounds that is later used within a larger circuit, nodal
connections should be made only between nodes that are all referenced to exactly the same ground. This rule is sometimes violated when RF circuits on silicon are simulated by connecting
together individual components available in a process design kit
(PDK). The ports of the components in the PDK might have different ground references.
Thus, inclusion of negative valued elements in a lumped
model is required for modeling a wide range of circuits,
whether it is done on a general and explicit basis, as described
here, or on a hidden basis that is limited to special situations,
e.g., by including phase-reversing transformers. Since negative
elements are required for maximum generality, passivity and
stability cannot be enforced by restricting the model to positive
elements. The only alternative is to use high-quality noise-free
EM data.
VIII. EXAMPLE SYNTHESIS
To illustrate this model synthesis approach, a six-turn circular spiral inductor on silicon has been selected, and a scale
image is inset into Fig. 4. The linewidth is 10 m and the gap
dielecis 2 m. It is on top of 10 m of lossless
,
tric, which itself is on top of 100 m of silicon (
conductivity
S/m). The inside end of the spiral passes
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Fig. 4. Modeled data from the circuit in Fig. 5. The model was synthesized
from the EM analysis data at the indicated frequencies.

Fig. 5. Synthesized compact model for a spiral inductor on silicon shows the
physical inductor (7.96 nH) and associated circuitry modeling the multiple loss
mechanisms. Units are ohms ( ), nanohenrys (nH), and picofarads (pF).

out 4 m underneath the spiral. Analysis reference planes are
located at the start of the vertical segment of feed line. The cell
size is 2- m square and the box size is 500- m square. Conformal meshing [32] is used for the circular portion of the spiral.
The small cell size allows high edge current. Metal thickness
is not included, as it is not needed for validation of this synthesis. The inductor was analyzed electromagnetically from 0.1
to 10 GHz. The model was synthesized from the EM data at five
evenly spaced frequencies from 2.0 to 2.8 GHz.
The inductance of the spiral itself is the 7.96-nH inductor in
the schematic of Fig. 5. Much of the additional complexity of
the model is due to skin-effect resistance (present in both the
metal of the spiral and the silicon substrate). Lumped resistors
do not vary with the square root of frequency. In addition, the
metal loss has a very complicated frequency dependence [33]
that is also not modeled by frequency-independent resistors.
The model includes two negative elements. A pole-zero
SPICE analysis1 shows all poles and zeros are stable and a
transient analysis does, in fact, converge nicely. In addition,
note that the series arm is a X-2 branch model, equivalent
(Table II) to, among others, the X-1 with all positive element
values, and thus, the model is passive and stable.
In [13]–[16], various combinations of a pair of coupled inductors with a resistor across the terminals of one inductor are used
1[Online].

Available: http://www.aimspice.com
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to model the series arm of a spiral inductor. That four-parameter
branch model reduces to the three-element IV-4 branch model.
The idea is to increase resistance as the frequency increases.
Note that a portion of the series arm branch model synthesized
here (Fig. 5) resembles an IV-4 only with a negative parallel RC
instead of a positive parallel
. This configuration effectively
decreases resistance as frequency decreases.
The inductors in the shunt branches have been seen in the synthesis of a wide variety of spiral inductors using this technique.
We suggest that these inductances might actually be physical,
as opposed to an abstract curve-fitting artifact, and are perhaps
due to the inductance of the ground return current flowing in the
surface of the silicon. The shunt arms of the model include the
IV-8 branch model often used for this purpose in spiral inductor
modeling. The parallel RC models the resistance and capacitance of the silicon substrate, while the series capacitor models
the capacitance of the lossless dielectric between the spiral and
silicon.
When this study was initially submitted, [23] reported use
of the X-2 branch model (which includes a series inductor) to
model the shunt arms of a spiral inductor model, and the X-2
branch model in parallel with a series RL is to model the series
arm. The resistor in parallel with the capacitor in [23] is sometimes negative, and [23] reported that conservation of energy is
not violated, however, stability is not discussed. Use of the III-1
branch model (Fig. 1) for spiral inductor compact modeling is
reported in [10]–[12]. The III-7 branch model combined with a
parallel RC is used in [17]–[19]. The X-2 branch model, combined with coupled inductors, is used to build general models in
[9].
Modeled versus EM analysis results are shown in Fig. 4 with
synthesis frequencies indicated. The inductor resonance and
high-frequency are well modeled even though the synthesis
frequencies are far below resonance.
Models for numerous circuits have been synthesized. We
have successfully synthesized lossless and metal loss only
spiral inductors based on EM data at very low frequencies with
results valid far above resonance. Lengths of transmission line
have in some cases been successfully synthesized well above
one half-wavelength in length yielding simple pure lumped
models, a most unexpected result. Simple pure lumped broadband models for antennas have been synthesized. In research
to be reported in the future, we can now synthesize ideal transmission lines, multiple coupled lines, and -port tee networks.
Compact model extraction of coupled lines from EM data is
described in [20], however, they “calibrate” the EM analysis
to match measurements by significant adjustments to the EM
analysis substrate conductivity, making the analyzed substrate
conductivity significantly different from that measured at dc.
This approach is dangerous because a common measurement
flaw can masquerade as modified substrate conductivity [34].
A patent on this compact model synthesis technique has been
submitted.
IX. CONCLUSION
A technique to synthesize a lumped model based on highquality EM analysis data has been described. All possible combinations of resistors, inductors, and capacitors up to a certain
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level of complexity have been synthesized from the EM data.
The branch models that best match the EM analysis data at all
nonsynthesis frequencies have then been selected for the model.
Using this approach, the best of literally hundreds of millions
of possible models have been selected. If there exists a compact lumped model within the synthesis solution space that can
model a given structure, then this technique finds that model.
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